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The highly anticipated "No Formula" is an ethnic piece of work bridging the gaps between hip hop and

latin hip hop. Innovative production, intellectual street slang, and catchy spanglish choruses make "No

Formula"a must have. 17 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Ask crooked

linez what their motivation is for success and they would tell you, "we do this for those who have given us

the strength and inspiration to live right. Success is not a possibility it's a must". Crooked linez'

determination and hard work ethic have paid off with the release of the highly anticipated album "No

Formula". Jimmy Spittz along with Fase'Les have been crafting their authentic sound known as "dat CL

make" for several years. The duo describes the album as a well crafted piece with several latin influences

accompained by catchy spanglish bars. They insist that they are not just latin hip hop, they are hip hop.

"The rest of the world is starting to recognize the vision that we have been creating since 1998, we were

just ahead of our time". "Most of these rappers feel that if you appeal to the masses and explore other

areas in music it's not considered keeping it real. Shit, keeping it real to us means providing for the fam,

college funds for our kids, and giving our people jobs...we're willing to die for what we stand by and

believe in". "The rappers/producers have recorded over 200 songs and produced several classic tracks.

They have licensed material for independent films, commercials, and been featured at local film

screenings. They can be found all across the internet with a huge Myspacefollowing, at local radio shows,

performing at the international level, and rocking shows with several big name and local artists. Previous

shows include Xzibit, NB Ridaz, at the Hector "Macho" Camacho fight, Destiny's Child, Big Pun and many

more.
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